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Distributed loop networks are networks with at least one ring structure. They are widely used in the design of local area networks, multimodule memory organizations, data alignments in parallel memory systems, and supercomputer architecture.
In this paper, we give a systematic and unified method of solutions in the design and implementation of these networks. We show that doubly linked loop networks with transmission delay less than or equal to (1 +s)m can be constructed asymptotically for sufficiently large N, the number of nodes m the network. This is close to the optimal value within a number which is small as compared to N. We then give several infinite classes of values of N for which optimal doubly linked loop networks can be actually designed. The method is then generalized to obtain a new upper bound for possible transmission delays in multiply linked loop networks. Routing and rerouting algorithms are designed for the optimal loop networks.
Introduction
Advances in technology, especially the advent of VLSI circuit technology, have enabled us to construct very complex interconnection networks in recent years. These networks can be inter-PE communication networks which perform the necessary data routing and manipulation functions for data exchanges among the PEs in a number of array processor architectures. They can also be interprocessor-memory communication networks for multiprocessor systems, where all the processors share access to common sets of parallel memory modules. Various interconnection networks have been used in the design and implementation of local area networks, telecommunication networks and other distributed computer systems.
It is a common practice to increase the parallelism of operation of the high-speed memory in a high-performance computer system by combining several independent memory modules into a memory system to facilitate parallel block transfers. In this context, the network called memory circulator consists of a group of interconnected registers, one for each memory module, and control circuitry. Each register is connected to 1 other registers and the pattern is cyclically symmetric.
The pattern is completely determined once the 1 connections are chosen. One of the most important issues is to choose the 1 connections for a given number of registers such that the number of register-to-register transfers required for an arbitrary circulation is minimum. Here we assume that each register does not contribute much of the transmission delay during the transfer. For convenience, it is assumed that one of the 1 connections is the one which connects each register to an adjacent register. If the N registers are labeled as 0, 1,2, . , N -1, then register i is assumed to be connected to register i + 1 mod N. This Hamiltonian circuit O+ 1+2-t...
-+N -1 +O is called a ring (or loop) in the study of interconnection
networks. An interconnection network is called a loop network if it has a ring, and is called a ring network if it is a ring.
In a number of array processors, for example the ILLIAC IV computer, the PE array can be operated as a circulator. When depicted as a ring of PEs, each PE of the ILLIAC IV network is connected to 21 other PEs. Moreover, each node i is connected to nodes i+ 1 and i-1 mod N, while if i is connected to i+ s, so is i-s mod N. The minimization problem is the same. In the design of local area networks, loop topologies with unidirectional links are more frequently used than other topologies. They allow connections of high reliability and low transmission delay that can be made with optical fibers to reach the high speed required. The ring network has been one of the most popular network topologies used in the design and implementation of local area networks. This is due to its simplicity and expandability.
The switching mechanism at each node can be implemented using standardized building block switching systems. However, the ring network is known to have a low degree of reliability and, hence, a low fault tolerance. In fact, the connectivity for a unidirectional ring network of N nodes is 1 since the breakdown of any node i would disable any path from node i -1 to node i + 1 mod N.
Moreover, the maximum distance between any two nodes (i.e., the diameter) is N -1 since it would take N -1 steps (ignoring the transmission delay at the nodes) to traverse from node i to node i-1 mod N.
One way to increase the connectivity and decrease the diameter is to add links to nodes of the ring network. It is practical to add only as few links as possible since more links at each node would be costly and complex. For example, the crossbar switch used in the multiprocessor architecture possesses complete connectivity with respect to memory modules and the PEs. It has the potential for the highest bandwidth and system efficiency. However, it is not cost-effective for a large multiprocessor system interconnecting hundreds or thousands of processors because of its cost and complexity.
The idea is to design regular loop networks of low degree and small maximummessage path lengths (or small graph diameter).
The first loop network with indegree = outdegree = 2 was proposed by Wolf and Liu [24] and called a distributed double-loop computer network (DDLCN). A DDLCN is a network of N nodes where node i is adjacent to nodes i + 1 and i-1 mod N. Clearly, the diameter of such a network is L N/2 J, where Lx] is the greatest integer less than or equal to x. Similarly, rxl is defined t o b h 1 e t e east integer greater than or equal to x. Later, Grnarov et al.
[9] proposed a more reliable network called a daisy chain network where node i is adjacent to nodes i+ 1 and i-2 mod N. This loop network has diameter LN/31+ 1. Imase and Itoh [lS] gave an algorithm to design networks with minimum diameter which do not have the ring structure. The networks proposed by Pradham and Reddy [19] and Pradham [18] are variations of loop networks, and the degree at each node is not the same. These networks have good performance and reliability as compared to the ring networks. Another variation is the chordal ring network proposed by Arden and Lee [l] , where the network is an undirected degree-3 graph formed by adding chords to a single cycle, or an undirected ring. The diameter is shown to be of O(N 'j2).
In this paper, we investigate loop networks where each node has the same number 1 of in-links and out-links.
We also take into consideration the regularity and symmetry of the network. The topology is completely determined once the 1 connections are chosen. Wong and Coppersmith [2.5] formulated the problem and established lower bounds for the diameters and upper bounds when N = u1 for some integer U. For such networks of N nodes, the lower bound is (l!N)"'-$(l+ 1) and the upper bound is IN "'-1 when N =u' for some U. Note that when l= 1, these two bounds coincide and the number is the diameter of the ring network of N nodes. When 1=2, they improved the lower bound to r(3N)"2 l-2. Raghavendra et al.
[21] proposed a doubly linked (i.e., I= 2) loop network architecture called forward loop backward hop (FLBH) topology. It has a ring in the forward direction connecting all the neighboring nodes and a backward hop connecting nodes that are separated by a distance s=LN "'1. The diameter of this network is shown to be (N/L ss 1 J)+(sl), an improvement over the DDLCN and the daisy chain networks. However, these loop topologies achieve the lower bound r(3N)'12 l-2 only for small values of N. Fiol et al. [S] gave an exhaustive search for the optimal values of the diameters k for a given N and a fixed-step connection other than the ring. The precise bounds are
By using a geometrical approach and tessellation on the plane, they obtain some infinite families of optimal loop networks. Hwang and Xu [14] gave a heuristic method which finds a topology with diameter roughly (3N)'j2 + 2(3N)lj4 + q-1 for large N, where q=L(Nl)li2/q* J-3q* and q* =L(N/3)l12]. They also give some infinite classes of N for which optimal topologies are found.
What other networks can achieve the optimal diameter in the case 1=2? Furthermore, what networks are optimal or nearly optimal loop networks when 12 3? These questions remain largely unexplored. In this paper, we take the first step to investigate good loop topologies for the cases 13 3. One of the main results is a number-theoretic method employed to give a unified and systematic approach for the study of optimal diameters in the design of regular fixed-step loop networks. For the doubly linked (i.e., 1=2) networks, we give an approximation result that for every E>O and N > N,(E), there exists a number s=(l +0(l))@ so that the diameter d(N; l,s)<(l +a)@. This technique is then applied to give many infinite classes of N for which optimal and nearly optimal topologies are found. The technique is also generalized to higherdimension cases to give new upper bounds for the diameters of ioop networks with 12 3. The result is recursive in nature. It is shown that if good (or optimal) topologies exist for the l-linked loop networks, then fairly good (1+ 1)-linked loop topologies can be constructed for sufficiently large N. Moreover, the diameter can be calculated explicitly once the diameter of the I-linked loop topology is given.
In Section 2 of this paper, we give some definitions and develop some preliminary results. Section 3 deals mainly with loop networks for 1=2. The cases for 183 are included in Section 4. In Section 5, we design the routing algorithms for the constructed optimal loop networks. We also study the transmission delay when a node becomes faulty in the loop network. For other notations and terminologies on parallel and distributed processing not defined in this paper, the reader is referred to the book by Hwang and Briggs [13] .
Definitions and preliminary results
Let N be the number of nodes in the loop network. Since the network has a ring, we denote it as G(N; 1,s2,s3, . . . . sl), where each node i is adjacent to i+l,i+sz,..., i + sl mod N, respectively. Let d(N; 1, s2, s3, . . . , sl) be the diameter of the network G(N; l,sZ,sj, . . . . I s ). The main problem is to find loop topologies G(N; l,s~,s3, . . . . sI) such that the diameter would be minimized.
)...) sl)12<sidN-11,i=2,3 ,..., 1 }. When l= 2, these loop networks are called doubly linked loop networks. Hence, the words "triply" and "multiply" would imply the cases 1= 3 and 12 3, respectively.
By considering the first quadrant in the l-dimensional Euclidean space, Wong and Coppersmith [25] showed the following lemma. A loop network G(N; 1, s2, s3, . . . . sl) is said to be optimal if it has the minimum diameter among all values of s2, s3, . . . , sl. We note that a loop network which achieves the diameter of the lower bound in Lemma 2.1 has to be optimal. However, the converse is not true. The lower bound stated in Lemma 2.1 fails to be tight for some N. Raghavendra and Gerla [20] and Raghavendra et al. [22] . However, Lemma 2.1 shows that the resulting diameter d(N; 1, N li2) is not optimal in general. In fact, the number is far away from the lower bound r (3N)l" l-2.
In this section, we introduce an infinite class of N for which loop topologies can be constructed to realize the diameter lower bound stated in Lemma 2.1. Let N = 3t2 + 3t, t B 1, a positive integer. Let s= 3t + 2. We will show that d(N; 1,3t+2)= 3t. Therefore, the loop network G(N; 1,3t+2) is optimal since r(3N)i'21-2=3t.
Since the network is node-symmetric, we only have to calculate the maximum number of steps for the node 0 to reach any other node in the network. We divide the circle counterclockwise into the following segments:
where ts=t(3t+2)=3t2+2t and (t-l)s=3t2-t-2. Moreover, 2t+2=(t+l)s= (r+1)(3t+2)modN and 3t2+t=(2t)s=2t(3t+2)modN. Also x=hsmodN, t + 1 <h < 2t and i < t -1. We underline a node if the value of that node is calculated modulo N. The idea is to use the jump sizes 1 and s efficiently such that any node on the circle can be reached in steps as few as possible. Hence, we have:
(a) Any node between 0 and 2t + 2 can be reached from 0 in less than 2t + 2 steps by using the jump size 1 on the ring.
(b) Nodes between 2t + 2 and s = 3t + 2 can be reached in at most (t + 1) +(t -1) = 2t steps since the node 2t + 2 can be reached from 0 using jump size s in (t + 1) steps and the other nodes can be reached from the node 2t + 2 in less than t -1 steps on the ring.
(c) Nodes between ts= 3t2 +2t and N= 3t2 + 3t can be reached in less than t +(t -1) = 2t -1 steps by using t of the s jumps and at most t -1 steps on the ring.
In general, we have to consider only the nodes between (t-l)s=3t2 -t -2 and ts = 3t2 + 2t. This is because any node between is and (i + l)s, where i < t -1, can be reached in less number of steps. Now if a node is between (t -1)s and 3t2 + t, it can be reached by the jump size s in t-1 steps plus 2t + 1 steps on the ring. Hence, the maximal number of steps is (t -1) + (2t + 1) = 3t. On the other hand, any node between 3t2 + t = (2t)s mod N and ts can be reached in at most 2t + (t -1) = 3t -1 steps by using the jump size s in 2t steps. Summarizing, we have the following theorem. 
To illustrate our design with an example, consider t = 3 and N = 36. The partition of the circle would be as follows: 0, . . , 5, . , s, . . . , is, . . . ,x, . . . , (i + l)s, . . . ,2s, . . ,x, . ,3s, . . , N, wheres=3t+2=11,8=(t+l)s=44(mod36)and30=(2t)s=6~11=66(mod36).Itis readily verified that d(36; 1,11) = 9. Note that d(36; 1, (36)l") = 10.
Theorem 2.2 suggests that taking s = 3t + (k -l), k 3 1 as jump size when N is of the form 3t2 + kt might lead to the construction of optimal loop topologies. This turns out to be not true in general as will be seen in Section 3. However, it suggests a close relation between the jump size s and the number N of nodes. In fact, we will show that by suitably choosing the jump size s, loop topologies with fairly good diameters can be obtained.
Substituting t by t + 1 in the formula 3t2 + 3t, we have 3(t + 1)2 + 3(t+ l)= 3t2 + 9t + 6. Hence, any positive integer N can be represented as N = 3t2 + kt + h, where 0 d h < r and 3 <k < 9. We now state the following lemma which concludes this section.
Lemma 2.3. Any positive integer N can be represented as N = 3t2 + kt+ h, where
O<h<t and 3<k<9.
Doubly linked loop networks
In this section, we continue to study doubly linked loop networks. That is, the fixed-step I-linked topologies with 1=2. First, we give a general asymptotic result. Then we use the developed method to obtain optimal loop networks.
Since every positive integer lies between 3t2 + 3t and 3t2 + 9t + 6 for some t 3 0, by Lemma 2.3, let N = 3t2 + kt + h, where 0 d h < t and 3 d k f 9. The expression of N as 3t2 + kt + h enables us to properly choose the jump size s so that after t jumps of size s per jump, ts is approximately two-thirds of s from 0 mod N. First we state and prove the following general result.
Theorem 3.1. Let N be the number of nodes in the doubly linked loop network G(N; 1, s).

Letb=LN/sJandm=N-bs. Thenwehaved(N;l,s)dmax{2b+m-l,b+s-m-2).
Proof. We only have to show that any node in the network G(N; 1, s) can be reached from the node 0 in less than or equal to max{2b+m-1, b+s+m-2) steps using jump sizes 1 and s.
For convenience, we place the nodes of the network as follows: (N;l,s)<max{2b+m-l,b+s-m-2) . q This means that if we use 1 and s to jump around the circle at most twice, the diameter of the network G(N; 1, s) is ~(1 + ~)m.
The following theorem provides an approximation for s by utilizing the method of Diophantine approximation. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that the numbers u L N/s I,1 <U < t, cover the interval (0, s) with an error KE. That is, every interval of length E contains one of our points uLN/s]. Now observe that N is large and s=(l+o(l))m or ((N/s)/s)=(l +0(1))/3. Let t be large and choose s so that (N/s)/s= l/s+ l/t+o(l/t), where t is large but is small compared to s and N. Then the numbers UL N/s J cover the interval (0, s) by a mesh of length s/t for every fixed t. 0
In order to obtain the doubly linked loop topology which has the optimal diameter, more specific values of s would have to be properly chosen such that the node (2s/3)mod N can be carefully located. Table 2 .
Note that not all lower bounds are optimal. For example, one can show that the lower bound 3t + 1 for k= 6, h=3 can never be achieved. In fact, d(N; 1,3t+(k-1))=3t+2 is optimal for N=3t2+6t+3. This (6,3) entry in Table 1 is marked by a rectangle. Other underlined entries in Table 1 are all optimal. Summarizing, we have the following infinite classes of values of N for which optimal doubly linked loop networks can be constructed. (6, 2) , (6, 3) , (7, 2) , (7, 3) , (8, 3) , (9, 3) 
Theorem 3.3. Let N = 3t2 + kt+ h be the number of nodes in the doubly linked loop network G(N; 1, s). Then d(N; 1,3t +(k -1)) = d(N) for the following pairs of k and h: (k, h)=(3,0), (3,1), (4,1), (4,2), (5,1), (5,2),
and (9,4). The necessary condition for the case (9,3) is that t 2 3 and for the case (9,4) is that t 22.
We note that the selection of s= 3t +(k-1) in Theorem 3.3 is not a necessary condition to obtain loop networks with d(N; 1, s)=d(N). This can be seen from the following lemma and theorem.
Lemma3.4.
IfN=3t2+kt+h,where3dk~9andO6h<t,thend(N;1,3t+(k-4))d max{3t+h-k+5, 3t+2k-h-9).
Proof. SinceN=3t2+kt+hands=3t+(k-4),wehaveb=t+1andm=t-k+h+4. Hence, by Theorem 3.1, d(N; 1,3t+(k-4))<max{2b+m-l,b+s-m-2j
=max(3t+h-k+5,3t+2k-h-9). 0
By Lemma 3.4, we can prove the following theorem. [S] confirmed that some of the networks G(N; 1,s) with (k, h)=(4,0),(6,1) and (8,4) in Table 1 
Multiply linked loop networks
In this section, we consider transmission delays for the cases /a 3. For the loop network G (N; l,sl, Note that 3N1'3-3=3.3-3=6. It follows that for N>27, the upper bound obtained in Theorem 4.1 is much better than the upper bound 3N 1/3 -3 obtained by Wong and Coppersmith [25] .
The recursive nature of Theorem 4.1 can also be generalized to the general case 124. We have the following theorem. 
Routing and reliability
The number-theoretic approach used in Section 3 to characterize the optimal topologies is also useful in the study of routing and reliability problems. It enables us to design simple routing algorithms.
Since the network is node-symmetric, we have to consider the routing algorithm only for the short path from node 0 to any other node a in the network and that from a to 0. Let N = 3t2 + kt + h as in Theorems 3.3 and 3.5, where 3 <k < 9 and 0 <h < t.
The idea is that there always exists a node labeled asjs (mod N) on the circle between is and (it-l)s, where t + 1 <j< 2t. More specifically, j= t + i + 1. It follows that js-is=2t+k-h-l and (i+l)s-js=t+h as in Fig. 1 .
If a is located between is and js, then the shortest path from node 0 to node a is to traverse at steps of size s until we reach is and then go on the ring to reach a. However, if a is between js and (i $ l)s, then we traverse at steps of size s to ts. Continue at steps of size s, passing the node 0 to (t + l)s, until we reach js and then go on the ring to reach a. The routing algorithm from 0 to a is, therefore, defined as in Fig. 1 . The resulting situation from node a to node 0 can be simulated by the routing algorithms (i) and (ii). However, we include it here for the sake of completeness and easy implementation.
The situation in Fig. 1 is replaced by that of Fig. 2 , where the node b = is + (t + h) is a crucial node. The node b enables us to reach N = 0 after many steps of jumps at size s. Summarizing, we have the following routing rules:
(i) 0, s,2s, . . . , is,is+l,is+2 )...) a-1,a if is < a < js; where
and ts<y+s<N in (vi); and 2ts<w<ts and w = a +(t -i -1)s in (vii). The distribution of the nodes involvedin the routing algorithm is shown on the circle of length 3t2 + kt + h in Fig. 3 . To illustrate the two relatively complicated cases (vi) and (vii) in the routing algorithm, we give the following examples. Let N = 3t2 + 3t + 1 and t = 5. By Theorem 3.3, N=91, s=3t+2=17 and d(91;1,17)=15 is optimal among all networks G (91; 1, s) . In the first example, we take the node a=42 and give a routing from a to 0. Since 42 is between 34=2.s and 51=3-s, we have b=34+(t+h)=34+(5+1)=40
and js = 8s = 8 .17 = 136 = 45 (mod 9 1). Clearly, the node a = 42 falls into the category in (vi). It follows that the routing path is: We now turn to the issue of reliability for the optimal doubly linked loop networks designed in Section 3. We will show that the network has node connectivity = 2. That is, it can tolerate failure of any one node in the network. Moreover, we are also concerned with the transmission delay after a node fails. Does it increase the diameter of the network? If it does, how much is the increase?
Instead of putting the N nodes on a circle, we now put these N nodes at lattice point locations (x, y) in the first quadrant of the Euclidean plane. The values for x and y are nonnegative integers. Let the node n be associated with the location (x, y) such that y. s + x. 1 = n (mod N) as in the routing algorithms (i) and (ii). It is easily verified that the N nodes thus located constitute an L-shaped pattern in the plane as described in Wong and Coppersmith [25] . In Fig. 4 , we show the pattern for N =3tZ +3t, t =3, N=36, s=3t+2=11 and d=3t=9. Ingeneral,letN=3t2+kt+h,3dkd9andOdh<~.ByTheorem3 X=(t+l)s-1=2t+k-h-2, Y=2ts, Z=Y-1=2ts-1 and W=ts-1. Clearly, we have
The pattern in Fig. 5 represents the ways nodes in the networks can be reached by the node 0. This representation gives rise to short paths between 0 and any other node. It is obvious that any node at location (x, y), x # 0, y # 0, can be reached from the node in two disjoint directed paths. The routing algorithms (i) and (ii) obtained earlier in this section give one path. Hence, failure of any node in one of the two paths would not disconnect the connection from 0 to the node at (x, y) in the L-shaped pattern. The situation is quite different for nodes at location (x, y) where x = 0 or y = 0. The pattern in Fig. 5 shows only one path from the node 0 to the nodes with x =0 or y=O. Rerouting procedure has to be designed when a node on this path fails. Without loss of generality, we can assume that y = 0 and a node 9 located at (4, 0) fails on the path P from the node 0 to the node X, where 0 < 4 < X. The original routing path from 0 to X before the failure of the node q is 0, 1,2, . . . , q, . . . , X. The new routing path from 0 to X consists of O,s, ., X without passing through the node q. The subpath from s to X does not exist in the L-shaped pattern depicted in Fig. 5 . However, we have the following network rerouting path: O,s,2s ,..., ts,(t+l)s ,...) _r,Y+l, Ys2 )...) w, w+s, which extends the pattern of Fig. 5 and avoids passing the node q, 0 <q < X. Note that W+s=(ts-l)+s=(t+l)s-1=X.
Since the path from s to W+s is of the same length as that from 0 to IV, its length is at most the diameter d(N; 1, s) of the network.
Hence, the resulting path has length at most d (N; 1, s As an example to illustrate Theorem 5.1, let N = 36 be as in Fig. 4 . Then s = 11 and d =9. Take the routing path from 0 to 30, i.e., O,ll, 22, 33, 8, 19, 30 . Suppose node q is faulty, where q~{ll, 22,33,8,19} .
The rerouting path is as follows: 0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,18,29,30, which is of length 10 =d + 1.
Extensions and conclusions
This paper gives the first number-theoretic and combinatorial method for solutions in the design, evaluation and implementation of distributed-loop networks with minimum transmission delay and maximum reliability. We show that doubly linked loop networks with transmission delay close to the lower bound r (3N)rj2 l-2 can be constructed asymptotically for N sufficiently large. We demonstrate the developed systematic and unified method for giving several classes of N for which optimal doubly linked loop networks can be designed.
For multiply linked loop networks with 12 3, the analogous problem of designing optimal loop networks remains largely open. In this paper, we take the first step to improve the upper bounds. In fact, a new upper bound is obtained for each 13 3. In the special case when I= 3, Morillo et al. [ 161 propose a triply linked loop network called TLD (l, b, c) in which node i is adjacent to nodes i+ 1, i+ b, and ifc, where c= b+ 1.
Although these loop networks have as good routing and rerouting procedures, their diameters are L (N -1)'j2 J, which is larger than what we get in Theorem 4.1, which is of order O(N"j).
Other variations have also been considered by Morillo et al. [16, 17] . However, their diameters are all of the order O(N"2).
As noted before, the existence of at least one ring in a loop network is important both in the local area networks and in supercomputer architecture. By taking s1 = 1 in the network G(N; s1 , s2, . . . , sI) where node i is adjacent to nodes i +sj(mod N), j-l,2 , . ., 1, we are guaranteed to have a ring. If gcd(sj, N)= 1 for some j, then the jump size sj would give rise to another ring in the network. However, it may not be the best choice since it might lead to a loop network with diameter much larger than the lower bound. The discrete nature of the problem makes it difficult to obtain optimal results in any closed form. Moreover, the function d(N) does not increase monotonically with N. For example, d(64; 1, 12)= 13=d(64), but d(65; 1,15)= 12=d(65). HOWever, we have successfully proved that doubly linked loop networks with optimal or nearly optimal diameters can always be constructed asymptotically as long as the number of nodes N is large enough. Fiol et al. [S] report that when l= 2 and N = 450, d(N; 2,185) = 35 is optimal among all G(N;s1,s2) networks with 450 nodes, while d(N; 1,59)=36 is the minimum diameter among all loop networks G(N; 1,s) with 450 nodes. This is the first example known so far that networks with s1 # 1 have slightly better diameter than that of loop networks with s1 = 1. However, we note that the networks with s1 # 1 in general do not contain a ring. In fact, if we do not require the ring property in the network, the diameter can be much better. Take the class of networks with each node of indegree = outdegree = 1. It can be shown that the lower bound for the diameters of these networks is Llog, N 1, where N is the number of nodes. A special class of these networks, called generalized deBruijn networks G, (N, d) [S] propose a class of networks, called H,, by modifying the network G,(n,2) and show that it has minimum diameter L log, n 1, maximum connectivity 2 and a ring structure. But H, is not as practical as those designed in this paper for implementation and routing. Recently, Du et al. [6] show that if gcd(N, d) = 1 and d > 2, then GB(N, d) has a ring. However, it is easy to see that if N is odd, G,(N,2) does not have the ring property.
A variation on the problem studied in this paper is the network G(N; f 1, f s2, f s3 ,. . , f sI) with bidirectional links between adjacent nodes. In this network, node i is adjacent to 21 other nodes i+l,i-l,i+s2,i-s2...,i+sl,i-ss2. Hence, the network is treated as an undirected graph of degree 21. The analogous minimization and routing problems can be similarly defined and studied. Lower bounds and upper bounds are given by Wong and Coppersmith [2.5]. For I= 2, i.e. the degree-4 case, Boesch and Wang [3] and Bermond et al. [2] give the minimum diameter do = L (1 + g)/2 1, where g = (2N -3) 'I2 for the network ( fsl, +s2) with N nodes. This diameter is obtained by taking s1 = do and s2 = do + 1. Although this network has maximum connectivity 4, the general design does not contain a ring. Recently, Du et al. [7] have successfully obtained new classes of values of N for which loop topologies G(N; f 1, ks) can be found that achieve the lower bound lb = r (dm -1)/2 1 for the minimum diameter. More results on this problem and other variations have been obtained recently by Du and Hsu [4] , and by Hsu and Shapiro [ll, 121.
Finally, we offer some questions for further investigation: N; 1, s) to the general case G (N; 1, sZ, sj, . . , si) where each node i is adjacent to i+ l,i+sZ,i+sJ, .,., and i+sr. 
